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There are so many wonderful websites and books to support the “Great Turning,” this
shift to a greater connection and alignment with the natural world. Expect this list to
change, grow, and adapt, just like all of us who are on this path.
To aide in accessibility, this guide is organized around the Positive Change CycleTM of
Awareness, Conservation, and Restoration.
Awareness is when you become open to possibility, increase consciousness,
tap into creativity, learn something new, or engage in daydreaming.
Awareness's mantra is: “Yesterday: ignorance; tomorrow: negligence.”
The great thing about awareness is that it can’t be undone. It is also
contagious.
Conservation arises from awareness, as you are moved to put the brakes on
wanton wastefulness and environmental damage. Conservation's
mantra is: “Being less bad.” To effect great change, you must first slow
down: that’s conservation.
Restoration happens when you take action to rebuild, repair damaged
ecosystems and help others. Restoration's mantra is: “We are good for
the earth.” This mindset is essential and challenging, given the many
messages we receive to the contrary. It’s also ultimately the most
rewarding.

Awareness	
  
Awareness involves having a grounded vision. At this point, we begin to wake up to the
interconnectedness of all life. We learn how nature designs and how we can model
ourselves on that elegance. Gain an increasing awareness of your own behavior
patterns and their effects on the earth, on yourself, and your relationships. This grand shift
in perspective is very grounding and gives new ways to relate to your world.

BOOKS
Benyus, Janie. (2002). Biomimicry. Harper Perennial.
The book that launched a movement. Fascinating tales of scientists,
technologists and inventors turning to nature for inspiration – not just for
aesthetics, but for function.
Eisler, Riane. (2008). The Real Wealth of Nations. Berrett-Koehler Publishers.
Reviewed on GOforChange.com:
http://www.goforchange.com/2009/02/16/who-else-wants-more-creativity-andless-competition/
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Kaza, Stephanie. (2008). Mindfully Green. Shambhala.
Uhl, Christopher. (2003). Developing Ecological Consciousness. Rowman & Littlefield
Publishers, Inc.
Both have awareness-expanding practices. Kaza’s book is grounded in Buddhist
practice, while Uhl’s is based more in direct experience outdoors.
McDonough, William and Michael Braungart. (2002). Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the
Way We Make Things. North Point Press.
Fascinating case for the role of design in shifting our industrial-age linear thinking
to modeling after nature: in cycles.
McKibben, Bill. (2006). The End of Nature. Random House Trade Paperbacks.
McKibben, Bill. (2007). Hope, Human and Wild: True Stories of Living Lightly on the Earth.
Milkweed Editions.
The first book was one of the first to really talk about the effects of climate
change on the planet. The second contains several very inspiring case studies of
places that embody sustainable living.

WEB GUIDE
The Daily Om
http://www.dailyom.com/ You can sign up for a daily dose of inspiration. They also
have courses. I’m thinking of signing up for “365 Days of Rumi”
Awakening the Dreamer http://awakeningthedreamer.org/
Awakening the Dreamer, Changing the Dream helps people deeply explore the
extraordinary possibilities inherent in a communion of technology with spirit. There is a
place on the website, “Personal Practice,” (under the “Your Role” dropdown at the
top) with questions to work through:
My relationship with the earth / sustainability
My relationship with others / community / social justice
My relationship with self / spiritual fulfillment
The Natural Step Framework
http://www.naturalstepusa.org/ Sustainability framework that is clear, well-vetted,
relatively easy to learn and use.
Ask Nature
http://www.asknature.org
This amazing database, the fruit of years of work by the Biomimicry Institute, is full of
answers to the question, “How would nature. . . .?”
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350.org
http://www.350.org
Writer / activist Bill McKibben is a co-founder of this site which is dedicated to raising the
world’s awareness of the number (350 parts per million) that indicates a safe level of
CO2 in our atmosphere. Has enjoyed phenomenal success and attracted wonderfully
creative projects that move and inspire.
Treehugger, Lime, Daily Green, and Inhabitat
These blogsites are all high-quality and offer advice, information, and products.
Stand for Green
http://www.standforgreen.com/index.php
A fun do-it-yourself site to create a green mission statement and begin to get the word
out, so your clients and prospects know you are green.

Conservation	
  	
  
Conservation involves creative action. Using your new awareness, vision, and
compassion for your needs, you begin to move through challenges and consider
alternative strategies for taking gentle action. Your creative response is new, fresh, fun,
and joyful, fostering greater awareness and connection. You are gentle when you fall
short, meet challenges with humor and creativity, and share your successes with others.

BOOKS
Esty, Daniel and Andrew Winston. (2009). Green to Gold: How Smart Companies Use
Environmental Strategy to Innovate, Create Value, and Build Competitive Advantage.
Wiley.
This has been on my list ever since it came out. It compliments some of my other
favorites, because it’s a business-oriented primer with lots of facts, lists, and
resources.
Friedman, Thomas L. (2008). Hot, Flat, and Crowded: Why We Need a Green Revolution
and How It Can Renew America. Farrar, Straus and Giroux.
Reviewed on GoforChange.com:
http://www.goforchange.com/2009/08/12/are-we-hot-flat-and-crowded-yet/
and http://www.goforchange.com/2009/08/17/h-f-c-redux-virtues-of-regulation/
Jones, Van. (2009). The Green Collar Economy: How One Solution Can Fix Our Two
Biggest Problems. HarperOne.
Jones is eloquent about the potential for the green economy to bring
opportunity and abundance to people of color, thereby linking two powerful
movements: social justice + environmentalism.
© Copyright 2009 Gabrielli Design Studio, LLC
All rights reserved.
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Pollan, Michael. (2007). The Omnivore’s Dilemma. Penguin.
Pollan, Michael. (2009). In Defense of Food. Penguin
2nd book reviewed on GOforChange.com:
http://www.goforchange.com/2009/07/10/three-revelations-about-21st-centuryeating/

WEB GUIDE
There is a world of green websites that have tools for benchmarking your current
impact and mapping out a plan of action. Two of my favorites are Wattzon and
LowImpact Living.
Wattzon http://www.wattzon.com/ You can’t manage what you don’t measure, and
this site goes as far as I’ve seen towards measuring and tracking energy usage. The
design puts all your data and tools at your fingertips, which is what great design is
supposed to do – make it easy to do the right thing. Check out the blog articles about
Tweet-a-Watt and other tracking tools.
LowImpact Living http://www.lowimpactliving.com/
Rate your impact, find local services and products to help go green. Geared to lifestyle
and home, but the categories and topics are educational.
Greenbiz.com
A suite of sites including blogs, newsletters, videos, and reports. Includes
ClimateBiz.com, GreenerDesign.com, and GreenerBuildings.com. Very high-quality,
trustworthy source of news, analysis, and information. Now tracking consumer trends
with the “Green Confidence Index.”
We Are What We Do. http://www.wearewhatwedo.org/actiontracker/
A good source for positive action. Their clever formula is, “Small action x lots of people =
big change.”
The U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC), Architecture 2030, and Building Green
http://www.usgbc.org ** http://www.architecture2030.org **
http://www.buildinggreen.com
While very different organizations with different missions, what these have in common is
their leadership in this conservation part of the cycle. Architecture 2030 has wonderful
graphic design, making complex concepts easily understood. Their material is
meticulously researched and cited. For the past 10 years, the USGBC has been
transforming the design and construction industry with its LEED Green Building Rating
System. The Building Green website has impeccable standards, deep research, and
lively writing. Independently-researched articles on materials, technologies, systems,
policy, and trends are presented both in the journal and in a blog.
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Restoration	
  	
  

	
  

Restoration is an expansion out to compassionate leadership. With greater connection
and awareness, you will easily filter out irrelevant information. Find joy in simple activities
like hiking, making art or music, gardening, giving away unneeded things, or sharing your
time to be of service. Be peaceful and confident, knowing you have the ability to honor
yourself, your loved ones, and the earth in all that you do. Naturally share your wisdom
and enthusiasm with others, mentoring them with compassion and humor.

BOOKS
Brown, Lester R. (2009). Plan B 4.0: Mobilizing to Save Civilization. W.W. Norton & Co.
Plan B aims to stabilize climate, stabilize population, eradicate poverty, and
restore the economy’s natural support systems. It prescribes a worldwide cut in
net carbon emissions of 80 percent by 2020, thus keeping atmospheric CO2
concentrations from exceeding 400 parts per million.
Hawken, Paul with Amory and Hunter Lovins. (2008) Natural Capitalism. Back Bay Books.
President Bill Clinton called this book one of the five most important books in the
world today. Full of great business ideas that stem from cyclical thinking and
factoring natural systems in as part of economic and social equations.
Hawken, Paul. (1994). The Ecology of Commerce: A Declaration of Sustainability.
HarperBusiness.
The take-away from this book: business has gotten us into this mess and it’s up to
business to get us out. The good news: business is uniquely qualified to do just
that. Full of great ideas; precursor to Natural Capitalism.
McKibben, Bill. (2008). Deep Economy: The Wealth of Communities and the Durable
Future. Holt Paperbacks.
Since “more” is no longer “better,” we are free to rethink what we buy and eat,
the energy we use, and the money that pays for it all.

WEB GUIDE
WorldChanging
http://www.worldchanging.com/
The go-to source for forward thinking, solutions-based journalism that takes a big-picture
approach to sustainability. Articles on timely topics, including community, shelter, and
business. You can subscribe to get headlines daily by email.
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Forum for the Future
http://www.forumforthefuture.org/
Working with businesses and organizations to envision a sustainable future, the Forum
believes that there is a practical route to a better future where we – and generations to
come – can prosper, sharing the resources of one planet. And they believe that
business plays a vital role in creating that future. They publish “Green Futures,” an online
magazine, and have a “Library” section with all sorts of special reports.
Natural Capital Institute (NCI)
http://www.naturalcapital.org/
NCI serves the people who are transforming the world. They do two things: 1) describe
pathways of change in books and research reports, and 2) create tools for connecting
the individuals, information, and organizations that create change. Their main project is
WiserEarth (see below).
WiserEarth
http://www.wiserearth.org/
A free online community space connecting the people, nonprofits and businesses
working toward a just and sustainable world. All tools and content are free, and the site
is commercial-free. This is THE online community of people who are series about
sustainability.
Permaculture Institute
http://www.permaculture.org
Permaculture is an ecological design system for sustainability in all aspects of human
endeavor. It teaches us how build natural homes, grow our own food, restore
diminished landscapes and ecosystems, catch rainwater, build communities and much
more.
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Julie E. Gabrielli is an award-winning architect
who was instrumental in starting the sustainable
design movement in Baltimore over ten years
ago. She has worked with many clients to help
them realize their dreams, from concept to
construction. As an advisor to the 2007 Solar
Decathlon, she helped steer team LEAFHouse to
be the top-placing American team, a secondplace-overall finish.
Julie sees dismal environmental statistics as a
challenge. Surely, with intelligence, creativity,
and collaboration, we can do better. She
frequently shares her upbeat message on her
blog, GOforChange.com, and as an inspiring
public speaker.
Julie’s expertise is as an industry-changer. She has
worked with businesses institutions to develop
sustainability initiatives and Climate Action Plans.
She now works with small business owners to take
their business in a green direction, starting with
clear framework and vision, identifying new
markets, crafting a green brand and message,
developing new products, assessing and
reducing their footprint, and giving back.
Her years of competitive sailboat racing taught
Julie that when good design is combined with
clear vision, steering for changing conditions,
and a healthy respect for the forces of nature,
great results are possible!
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